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With the rapid development of society, the real estate economy, as an important part of 
Chinese economy, is showing a growing trend. But it is also the most likely to generate bubble 
economy, causing financial risks; it will trigger a series of social contradictions and cause social 
unrest in severe cases. Therefore, it is urgent to improve and optimize the real estate evaluation 
model. In this study, the real estate was evaluated based on the neural network model optimized 
by genetic algorithm. Through sorting out and summarizing the real estate data in a period 
of time, the corresponding model was established and the test data were obtained. The aver-
age relative error value of the genetic algorithm optimized neural network model was 3.552, 
which was smaller than that of the Back-Propagation (BP) neural network prediction model. The 
experimental conclusion that the new network model was better than the traditional model was 
obtained. This work opens up a new route of real estate evaluation.
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1. Introduction
With the acceleration of urbanization, the real estate industry is developing vigorously and irresistibly. 
People generally yearn for real estate consumption activities, hoping to invest more in the real estate indus-
try and obtain their own interests. However, with the emergence and growth of these transactions, a series 
of social contradictions have also been aroused. The situation of the real estate industry is worrying. In order 
to improve that unfavorable situation and the trend of the real estate industry, it is urgent to effectively and 
accurately evaluate real estate price (Domian et al. 2015). In response to that problem, many experts and 
scholars have put forward their own views. Poursaeed et al. (2018) believed that the estimation of housing 
market value is very inaccurate and differ greatly from the actual value in some cases although some real 
estate websites use special formulas Svetlana (2017). Therefore, a new framework of automatic value assess-
ment was proposed and applied to the new data set of real estate photos and metadata. Albu (2017) put 
forward that real estate appraisal activities changed with time and the physical or legal action was reason-
able only when the future value was unaffected. The theory and practice of appraisal activities quantified 
three kinds of value methods, including sales comparison method, income method and cost method. Li et 
al. (2015) believed that unlike the real estate market in developed countries, the traditional mass assessment 
technology has been difficult to support and implement the real estate market in China. Therefore, an inno-
vative and unified evaluation method based on the traditional mass assessment technology was proposed to 
deeply study the characteristics of the real estate market in China. Zhang and Ji (2010) put forward a method 
based on Back-Propagation (BP) neural network theory to analyze the real estate investment risk and its 
changing law, which improved the accuracy of evaluation and was conducive to risk avoidance. Manganelli 
et al. (2015) explained the relationship between real estate price and the geographical location of real estate 
with genetic algorithm and found the potential and limitations of genetic algorithm in the field. In this 
study, the simulation experiment of the real estate evaluation model based on genetic algorithm optimized 
neural network was carried out to effectively improve and optimize the real estate evaluation model. The 
accuracy and practicability of the method was tested, which is conducive to promoting the healthy develop-
ment of the real estate industry.
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2. Real estate assessment
Real estate assessment, also known as real estate appraisal, refers to forming application mechanism by 
simulating real estate market price and simulating the formation process of real estate market price using 
different effective evaluation methods. Real estate appraisal involves a complex economic category, includ-
ing the appraisal of buildings and land prices. It is an effective means to allocate resources in the real estate 
market (Daniel et al. 2015). The widely used methods of real estate evaluation include market method, cost 
method, income method, etc. In the real estate appraisal work, it is deeply influenced by various factors, 
including the level of economic development, urbanization degree, social security situation, government 
policy, assessor’s professional accomplishment, architectural style characteristics, market personnel condi-
tions, geographical environment, economic environment, ecological environment and so on. These factors 
and conditions will affect the overall quality of the appraisal work (Fife 2017).

Different real estate evaluation methods have some differences in the simulation of formation of real 
estate market price, and the final value will be different. In practice, the evaluators usually need to adopt at 
least two evaluation methods for evaluation and compare and analyze the obtained evaluation data in a uni-
fied way, so as to effectively improve the accuracy of  data evaluation. Moreover, in the real estate evaluation 
work, we should take fairness, objectivity, rigorousness and legality as the starting point and working pur-
pose to improve the quality of the evaluation work. In the real estate appraisal work, the difference between 
the actual price of the real estate market and the predicted price is the risk of the real estate appraisal work. 
Therefore, we should strengthen the risk awareness of the appraisal staff and improve their personal profes-
sional and moral qualities. In general, we should establish and improve the real estate appraisal mechanism 
and try our best to minimize the risk of appraisal, improve the efficiency, and ensure the healthy develop-
ment of the real estate appraisal industry. 

3. Genetic algorithm optimized neural networks
3.1. Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithm achieves the goal of individual optimization in a population by following the biological 
evolution process of Darwin’s biological evolution theory and genetic mechanism, abiding by natural evolu-
tion process and the principle of survival of the fittest, and retaining individuals with high adaptability for 
genetic manipulation (Metawa et al. 2017). It is an intelligent evolutionary algorithm, which is essentially 
a natural random search. It is suitable for solving a series of problems such as non-linearization, and can 
also improve the efficiency and feasibility of the algorithm (Sevinç and Coar, 2018). The proposed method 
has attracted the attention of scholars and experts. It is widely used because of its good macro-exploration 
ability and global optimization ability (Ender and Ahmet 2018). The execution of the genetic algorithm is 
shown in Figure 1.

3.2. BP neural network model
The multi-layer neural network model based on BP algorithm is generally called BP neural network. BP 
algorithm is the most widely used learning method at present (Liu & Shi 2018). One part of BP algorithm 
is the forward propagation of signals, and the other part is the reverse propagation of errors (Tang et al. 
2018). Neuron is the most basic component and the basic information unit of neural network operation. In 
addition to neurons, it is also composed of different parts which play their respective roles. It has a strong 
perception function and can achieve multi-level network learning to bring readers a unique experience. 
However, the model still has some limitations, such as low convergence efficiency and easy to fall into local 
extremum, which can affect the final results of network training and the effect of real estate evaluation. 
Figure 2 is the flow chart of BP neural network algorithm.

Figure 1: Execution process of genetic algorithms.
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3.2.1. Forward propagation of signals
yk = f2(vK) represents the output result of the k-th output layer node, xl (l = 1,2,…,m) represents the l-th input 
variable, ωlq(q = 1,2,…,q) represents the weight of the l-th input variable connecting to the q-th hidden layer 
node, bq represents the threshold of the q-th hidden layer node, f1(vq)  represents the activation function of 
the hidden layer node, f2(vk) represents the activation function of the output layer node, and ϕqk(k = 1,2,…,s) 
represents the weight of the output variable of the q-th hidden layer connecting to the k-th output layer node. 

The output of the l-th node (the hidden layer) is:

1 1
 ( ), ( 1,2, , ).

p
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=
= + =∑  (1)

The output of the k-th node (the output layer) is:
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( ), ( 1,2, , ).

s
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     (2)

3.2.2. Back propagation of errors
η stands for learning rate, n stands for number of Iterations, E stands for the network error value of the 
actual output, ek stands for the error of the k-th output layer node, vq stands for the result of weighted sum 

Figure 2: The flow chart of BP neural network algorithm.
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of input variables by the q-th hidden layer node, ϕqk(k = 1,2,…,s) stands for the weight of the output variable 
of the q-th hidden layer connecting to the k-th output layer node, and bk(n) stands for threshold value.

The total network error is:

2

1

1
( , ) .

2
s

kk
E w b e

=
= ∑  (3)

The weight and threshold of the output layer to the hidden layer are set: the connection parameters in the 
system can be corrected based on gradient descent method to obtain the connection parameters of the out-
put layer of the system. Moreover variation, ∆ϕqk(n) new weight ϕqk(n+1), variation ∆bk(n) and new threshold 
value bk(n+1) are obtained:

2( ) ( )  '( ( )) ( ),qk k k qn e n f w n y n    (4)

( 1) ( ) ( ),qk qk qkn n n        (5)

2( ) ( ) '( ( )),k k kb n e n f w nηΔ =  (6)

( 1) = ( ) ( ).k k kb n b n b n+ + Δ  (7)

The weight and threshold of the hidden layer to the input layer are set: correction ∆ωlq(n), new weight 
ωlq(n+1), correction ∆bq(n) and new threshold bq(n+1) are obtained:

2 1( ) ( ) ' ( ( )) ( ) ' ( ( )) ( ),lq k qk q ln e n f wk n n f v n x n     (8)

( 1) ( ) ( ),lq lq lqn n nω ω ω+ = Δ +  (9)

2 1( ) ( ) ' ( ( )) ' ( ( )),q k k qb n e n f w n f v nηΔ =  (10)

( +1) ( 1) ( ).q qb n b n b n= + + Δq  (11)

3.3. Evaluation of real estate based on genetic neural network
To make up the deficiencies of BP neural network, neural network is optimized by genetic algorithm. Gen-
eral algorithm with excellent global searching ability can effectively obtain the global optimal solution and 
make up the shortcoming of the neural network, i.e., the weak global searching ability. The steps of evaluat-
ing real estate using the genetic neural network are as follows.

Setting the initial value of the system: the evaluation staff determines the selection conditions of samples 
and input the qualified data information into the network as learning samples; standardized operation is 
performed on learning samples; the expected error is determined; the maximum training times of BP neural 
network is set; the crossover probability, mutation probability and the maximum iteration times of genetic 
algorithm are calculated.

Obtaining the optimal neural network: M groups of data are randomly generated in [–1, 1] (M means the 
scale of initial population); the M groups of data are coded using binary coding; the training samples are 
input into BP neural network, decoded, and the initial weights and thresholds of  BP neural network are 
given; the corresponding fitness function is selected to calculate the global error value of the network, and 
operation is done to obtain the most appropriate initial weights and thresholds of BP neural network, and 
the optimal BP neural network is obtained for prediction.

Real estate evaluation: The optimal BP neural network model obtained in the above steps is used to evalu-
ate the real estate; the evaluator inputs the data information of the subject to be evaluated into the acquired 
model to obtain the corresponding evaluation results for reference.

The genetic algorithm has the ability of macroscopical exploration and global optimization, through 
which the optimal solution can be obtained to optimize the connection weight and threshold of BP neural 
network. BP neural network has good perception ability and can realize multi-level network learning. In 
order to implement high-quality real estate evaluation, genetic algorithm and BP neural network are opti-
mized and combined to absorb the advantages of both and to achieve the goal of remedying the limitations 
and shortcomings of GA and BP neural network, and the genetic neural network model (Tan et al. 2018) 
can be obtained. Through this way, a reasonable network structure is constructed, which can effectively 
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guarantee the accuracy of real estate evaluation data. Figure 3 is the flow chart of the genetic neural net-
work algorithm.

Binary coding is as follows. Suppose that the range of a parameter o is [min, max], which is expressed as 
m-bit binary number. Suppose the  decimal number corresponding to the m-bit binary number as a, then 
we have:

min (max min).
2 1m

a
o = + −

−
 (12)

Figure 3: The flow chart of the genetic neural network algorithm.
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The error value of the output result of the neural network is obtained by setting corresponding fitness func-
tion, and it was expressed as E. The fitness function indicated that the smaller the prediction error value of 
the neural network, the larger the corresponding fitness function, i.e., the poorer the fitness, satisfying the 
objective expectation:

1
.f

E
=  (13)

The crossover process follows crossover probability pc. The difference value of gene in this simula-
tion experiment is the sum of the absolute value of  the difference between the genetic value of 
two individual coding strings corresponding to the same gene position. Through trial calculation 
method, it is found that the average relative error is 0.04, 0.05, 0.09 and 0.07 respectively when the 
crossover probability is 0.06, 0.1, 0.15 and 0.2, i.e., the error is the smallest when the crossover prob-
ability is 0.06. Therefore 0.06 was selected as the crossover probability. Moreover, an adaptive muta-
tion probability is adopted; G stands for the total number of evolution generations, m stands for 
the current evolution generation number, F stands for the current fitness function of individu-
als, A and B stand for adaptation coefficient, Fmin stands for the minimum value of fitness function of 
the current population, and Fmax stands for the maximum value of fitness function of the current  
population:

max max min* * ( )/( ) .
m
G

Mp A B F F F F
−

= − −  (14)

Activation function mainly refers to the use of non-linear function to retain and map the features of the 
activated neurons. Activation function is needed in neurons; therefore threshold unit function is mainly 
used in this paper. Its expression can be defined as:

1 0
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0 0

s
f s
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≥⎧

= ⎨ <⎩
 

(15)

Moreover, gradient descent method is used as an optimizer which is needed in the algorithm. It is assumed 
that the parameter of the model which needs learning and training is M, the cost function is J(M), the learn-
ing rate is ηt, the model parameter at time t is Mt, then the relevant gradient is obtained, ∆J(M). Then the 
updated parameter after the using the gradient descent method is:

1 ( ).t t tM M J Mη+ = − Δt  (16)

The normalized standardized method  is used, x stands for the standardized data, min stands for the mini-
mum value of data information of the same type in every group of input data information, max stands for 
the maximum value of data information of the same type in every group of input data information, and the 
input data information is limited in [0,1]. The specific algorithm is as follows:

min
.

max min
x

p
−

=
−

 (17)

4. Prediction of real estate assessment by simulation experiments
4.1. Experimental methods and parameters
The real estate evaluation was simulated by MATLAB 7.0. Twenty groups of real estate data information 
obtained from the real estate market survey activities of Q city from October 2018 and January 2019 were 
selected. Quantitative and standardized operations were performed.

The data were divided into two parts: training samples and testing samples. The number of nodes 
in the input layer of neural network was the number of categories of real estate data information. The 
number of node of the output layer was 1. The number of nodes in the hidden layer was determined 
by trial-and-error method. Firstly, the number of nodes in the hidden layer was set as 3, and then it 
was adjusted constantly using data set. It was found that the result was the best when the number of 
nodes in the hidden layer was 8. Through repeated tests, it was found that the experimental error was 
the smallest when the population scale was 60. Therefore the population scale was set as 60, individu-
als of the initial population was set as the random numbers in [–1, 1], and the number of iterations  
was 7.
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4.2. Experimental results
It was found from Figure 4 that with the increase of training times, the mean square error of the two mod-
els decreased, and the overall trend was downward. With the increase of training times, the accuracy was 
improved. However, under the same number of training, the mean square error of the optimal BP neural 
network obtained by the genetic neural network model was smaller than that obtained by the BP neural 
network model. Therefore, the accuracy of genetic neural network in real estate data evaluation was much 
higher than that of BP neural network. Moreover the convergence speed of the training of the genetic neural 
network model was much faster than that of the BP neural network model. The reason was that the genetic 
neural network model had screened out the most appropriate weights and thresholds, and the optimal BP 
neural network was obtained, which greatly improved the training convergence speed.

It was found from Figure 5 that there was a large difference between the real price and the price evaluated 
by BP neural network model, the trend of them was different, and the overall fitting degree was low. The 
difference between the real estate price and the price evaluated by the genetic neural network was small, 
the trend of them was basically similar, and the overall fitting degree was high. Therefore, it was concluded 
that the genetic neural network model was more accurate for real estate evaluation data and had a higher 
overall fitting degree.

Figure 4: Variation of training mean square errors of the two models.

Figure 5: Comparison of the predicted value and actual value of the real estate evaluation by the two 
models.
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4.3. Comparison of errors 
By analyzing the data of different models, Table 1 is obtained.

It was found from Figure 6 and Table 1 that the relative errors of the two models showed upward and 
downward fluctuations. The average relative error of the genetic neural network model was 3.552, and 
that of the BP neural network model was 5.722. Compared with the latter, the former has a smaller aver-
age relative error, which was close to the real estate price and the trend, and the overall fitting degree 
was high.

Overall, the evaluation data obtained by the BP neural network model were more accurate. It was con-
cluded that the genetic neural network model had better prediction performance for real estate evaluation. 
The reason was that the genetic neural network model input the most appropriate weights and thresholds 
to obtain the optimal BP neural network,which improved the training accuracy and enhanced the experi-
mental effect. Moreover, the prediction performance of the BP neural network model needs to be greatly 
improved and optimized to improve the quality of real estate evaluation works.

5. Conclusion
In this study, the problem of real estate evaluation was studied, and a real estate evaluation model based 
on genetic algorithm optimized neural network was put forward. The experimental results showed that the 
average relative error value of the genetic neural network model for real estate evaluation was 3.552, the 
evaluation value was close to the actual value, and the overall fitting degree was high, which indicated that 
the evaluation value was more accurate. Therefore, it was concluded that compared with the traditional BP 
neural network model, the real estate evaluation model based on genetic algorithm optimized neural net-
work had more remarkable performance, the prediction error was smaller, and the fitting degree with the 
experimental data was higher. The reason for the result was that the genetic neural network selected the 
most appropriate weight and threshold, the selection effects of the weight and threshold were better than 
methods proposed in Ying et al. (2017) and Chen et al. (2015); the optimal BP neural network was obtained, 
which improved the prediction performance, and the prediction performance was superior to the imperial-
ist competitive algorithm (Fathy and Rezk, 2017). The work proved the feasibility and practicability of the 
proposed method and provides a new way for the evaluation of real estate. There are some deficiencies in 
this study although some achievements are obtained, for example, the insufficient analysis of real estate 
market and small size of sample. In the future work, the size of training samples needs to be measured more 
precisely, and more factors influencing the price of real estate should be included in the study.

Figure 6: Relative errors of two real estate assessment models.

Table 1: Error analysis.

Average relative 
error (%)

BP Neural Network Model 5.722

Genetic Neural Network Model 3.552
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